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Products and Services
Maats Pipeline Equipment
For over 25 years, Maats is one of the leading suppliers of pipeline construction equipment and services to the pipeline industry. Maats
supplies a wide variety of specialized construction machinery such as pipe layers, welding tractors, bending machines and related
equipment, for new pipeline construction as well as for pipeline maintenance and -repairs.
Maats runs two specialized divisions, one for global sales purposes of new and used pipeline equipment (Maats B.V.), and one for the
global rental of high quality machines for the construction of pipelines with all common diameters up to 60 inch (Maats European Pipeline Rentals B.V. (MEPR). To have a local presence, Maats has a number of agents in different parts of the world and has established
several regional companies with offices in Turkey (Maats Insaat) and Indonesia (PT. Maats). Combined with the vast network of
Liebherr companies, Maats’ presence is truly global.
Sales
Maats B.V. is the global sales representative for Liebherr pipeline equipment. Over the years Maats and Liebherr developed a program
of pipe layers with a lift capacity ranging from 20 to 90 tons, and two sizes of welding tractors.
As Liebherr Components Sales Agent, Maats has access to a wide variety of high quality parts. Built with mainly Liebherr components,
Maats has developed a range of pipe bending machines that are among the most powerful in the market. Furthermore Maats produces
its own, fully certified, C-cradles and roller cradles for pipes ranging from 2 to 60 inch.

Laying

Bending

Maats B.V. is the official global representative for the sale of new Liebherr
pipe layers. Liebherr and Maats developed a range of pipe layers with lifting
capacities ranging from 20 up to 90 tons.

Maats has developed and constructed a program of bending machines with a
range from 16 to 60 inch. Built with mainly Liebherr components, these bending
machines are currently the strongest available in the market.

All machines feature the characteristic Liebherr hydrostatic drive and all new
machine types are equipped with a fully enclosed cabin with ROPS structure as
a standard. This provides a safe and conditioned working environment for the
operator, making Liebherr pipe layers the safest and most reliable pipe layers
currently available in the market.
Furthermore Maats has used pipe layers from several other manufacturers
available for both rental and sale.

To keep operation, maintenance and occasional repairs easy, the machine has a
simple and straightforward layout. The use of Liebherr components in the machine
makes it easy to obtain service- and spare parts, anywhere in the world
In its rental fleet Maats has all sizes bending machines, suitable for pipes from 6 to
60 inch. All our machines are well maintained and in excellent working condition.
For all bending machines Maats supplies matching bending sets, which can also
be rented or purchased separately for use in other bending machines.
For all bending operations and common diameters, Maats can provide pneumatic
and hydraulic bending mandrels.

Maats produces its own roller cradles with capacities ranging from 12 to 68 inch.
The roller cradles are equipped with double bearing rollers with a high resistant PU
Vulkollan® covering.

Based on your pipe specification the mandrels are set to the correct wall thickness
and will be delivered to your jobsite “ready-to-use”.
In addition to the roller cradle program, Maats also produces C-cradles for smaller
pipe sizes (2-12 inch).
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Products and Services
Maats Pipeline Equipment
Maats takes pride in helping its customers developing and constructing new and innovative machinery based on specific customer
needs. Years of experience in working with many different brands and types of equipment have resulted in an extensive technical
expertise regarding specialized equipment used on pipeline construction jobsites. With this expertise, Maats makes sure that all new
machinery is engineered and supplied in compliance with all applicable standards regarding health, safety and environment.
Rentals
With a comprehensive and high quality rental fleet of over 500 items Maats European Pipeline Rentals is the leading pipeline
equipment rental company in Europe, and among the largest in the world. Maats markets its rental fleet from its head office in the
Netherlands, conveniently located near the ports of Antwerp, Rotterdam and Hamburg. Our central location enables us to ship
equipment to jobsites anywhere in the world quickly and easily. Maats puts great effort in keeping its rental fleet up to date.
All machinery is supplied in the best condition and complies with the latest HSE-standards. Maintaining the standard of our rental fleet
means that costs for wear and the odd repair on jobsites are kept to a minimum.
In addition to our general portfolio, Maats uses long term and trustworthy partners to provide any required equipment for its customers.
This way Maats can provide the comfort of being a one-stop-supplier for your pipeline construction project, anywhere in the world. With
over a quarter of a century experience in the supply of pipeline construction equipment, Maats has the proven expertise to successfully
combine all sources and contribute an important extra value to their customer’s projects.

Welding

Various

Maats can supply an extensive package of equipment for your welding spread,
including welding tractors, internal- and external line-up clamps, welding shelters
and pipe facing machines.

In addition to the typical pipeline construction equipment, Maats has a number of
machines that are either derived from pipeline equipment or that can complete the
package of equipment needed on a pipeline construction jobsite.

Together with Liebherr, Maats has developed two different sizes Liebherr welding
tractors. The Liebherr welding tractors / paywelders can be equipped with up to
six welding sources. These welding sources are driven by a hydraulically powered
generator with a standard capacity of 140 kVA (other capacities available). The
generator is powered directly by the main engine of the welding tractor. As an
option, a hydraulically powered compressor can be installed.

Based on the Liebherr pipe layer, Maats can supply a conveyor belt shifter. With
several special options and the easy joystick operation, the operator can keep
his eyes on the conveyor belt in order to keep the risk of fracturing the rail to a
minimum.

A compressor can be used to power an internal pneumatic line-up clamp (IPLC).
Maats has all sizes IPLC’s between 6 and 60 inch available for sale or rent.

In case the pipe joints have to be machined to prepare them for welding, Maats can
supply a pipe facing machine. Together with a hydraulic power unit, a pipe facing
machine can be used to machine all common and most complex bevels. There is
even the possibility to directly power a pipe facing machine from a hydraulic PTO
on a Liebherr pipe layer.

Besides providing you with a wide variety of equipment, Maats can also service
your equipment. Maats has high quality workshops in different parts of the world
that have seen it all. Maats can service or completely revise your pipe layers,
bending machines, IPLC’s or mandrels, from all common brands.
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Contact

Maats has its headquarters in the Netherlands but established some regional companies in order to be closer to our customers.
Together with our extensive agent network and all Liebherr dealers across the globe, Maats is represented truly globally.

The Netherlands (Head Office)

Germany

Breukersweg 4

Industriestraße 1

7471 ST Goor (The Netherlands)

45711 Datteln (Germany)

P.O.Box 165

Tel.: +49 (0)2363 567 30

7470 AD Goor (The Netherlands)

Fax.: +49 (0)2363 567 322

Tel.: +31 (0)547 260 000

Email: info@maats.com

Fax.: +31 (0)547 261 000
Email: info@maats.com

Turkey

Indonesia

Uzaycagi Caddesi No. 7

Kawasan Industri Sekupang Makmur

06370 Ostim / Ankara (Turkey)

Abadi D4 No. 1

Tel.: +90 (0)312 354 3370

Tanjung Pinggir Sekupang

Fax.: +90 (0)312 354 3170

29400 Batam (Indonesia)

Email: info@maats.com.tr

Tel.: +62 (0)778 326 526

Web: www.maats.com.tr

Fax.: +62 (0)778 326 576
Email: info@maats.com

Further information is available on www.Maats.com.
You can follow us on facebook www.facebook.com/MaatsPipelineEquipment
You can follow us on Twitter via @MaatsPipelineEq
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